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DFT parameters

Program: VASP1

Structure: Li2SiP2
2

Basis Set: PAW Pseudopotentials3 and Planewaves

Functional: PBEsol4

ISPIN: 2 (spin polarised)

Energy Cutoff: 1000 eV

AIMD SMASS setting: 20.0
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Simulation cells

Table S1: LSP simulation cells, all angles 90◦

LSP-160

Lattice vectors: 12.1× 12.1× 18.6 Å
LSP-320

Lattice vectors: 17.1× 17.1× 18.6 Å
LSP-640

Lattice vectors: 24.2× 24.2× 18.6 Å
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Table S2: Comparison of experimental and calculated lattice parameters

Observable Toffoletti et al. 5 Haffner et al. 2 Calculated (LSP-160)

a (Å) 12.11 12.11 12.09
b (Å) 12.11 12.11 12.09
c (Å) 18.63 18.68 18.56
α (◦) 90.00 90.00 90.00
β (◦) 90.00 90.00 90.00
γ (◦) 90.00 90.00 90.00

The LSP-160 simulation cell corresponds to the reported unit cell and is the smallest or-

thorhombic cell of the LSP structure. The LSP-320 system is generated as a
√

2 ×
√

2 × 1

expansion of the LSP-160 simulation cell. The LSP-640 cell is a 2× 2× 1 expansion of the

LSP-160 simulation cell. The k-point grids for each simulation cell were tested for conver-

gence and are given in Table S3.

Table S3: K-point grids used for various simulation cell sizes

Material Atoms k-point grid

Li2SiP2 160 3× 3× 2
Li2SiP2 320 2× 2× 2
Li2SiP2 640 1× 1× 2
Li3P 8 12× 12× 12
BP 8 7× 7× 7
AlP 8 7× 7× 7
GaP 8 7× 7× 7
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Lithium vacancy energy

Table S4: Lithium cation point vacancy energies in a LSP-160 cell (total charge -1 on
remaining lattice)

Site Relative Energy (eV)
1 0.086
2 0.063
3 0.000
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Defect energy calculation

The raw energies reported here were used to compute the defect energies in Table 2 using

Equations 5 and 6 and are included for completeness.

Table S5: Bulk material energies

Material Energy (eV/pfu)
Li2SiP2 -23.914

Li3P -14.442
BP -13.677
AlP -10.997
GaP -9.865
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Table S6: Raw defective simulation cell energies

Defect Simulation cell Formula Energy (eV)
B′Si + Li•i LSP-160 Li65Si31B1P64 -768.254
B′Si + Li•i LSP-320 Li129Si63B1P128 -1533.494
B′Si + Li•i LSP-640 Li257Si127B1P256 -3064.011
Al′Si + Li•i LSP-160 Li65Si31Al1P64 -766.739
Al′Si + Li•i LSP-320 Li129Si63Al1P128 -1531.991
Al′Si + Li•i LSP-640 Li257Si127Al1P256 -3062.505
Ga′Si + Li•i LSP-160 Li65Si31Ga1P64 -765.477
Ga′Si + Li•i LSP-320 Li129Si63Ga1P128 -1530.728
Ga′Si + Li•i LSP-640 Li257Si127Ga1P256 -3061.242

B••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61B1Si32P64 -760.185
B••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61B1Si32P64 -760.180
B••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61B1Si32P64 -760.894
B••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125B1Si64P128 -1525.388
B••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125B1Si64P128 -1526.036
B••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125B1Si64P128 -1526.076
B••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253B1Si128P256 -3055.913
B••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253B1Si128P256 -3056.521
B••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253B1Si128P256 -3056.587
Al••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Al1Si32P64 -759.865
Al••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Al1Si32P64 -759.836
Al••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Al1Si32P64 -759.300
Al••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Al1Si64P128 -1525.097
Al••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Al1Si64P128 -1525.101
Al••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Al1Si64P128 -1524.543
Al••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Al1Si128P256 -3055.624
Al••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Al1Si128P256 -3055.616
Al••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Al1Si128P256 -3055.078
Ga••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Ga1Si32P64 -758.605
Ga••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Ga1Si32P64 -758.596
Ga••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-160 Li61Ga1Si32P64 -758.102
Ga••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Ga1Si64P128 -1523.838
Ga••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Ga1Si64P128 -1523.862
Ga••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-320 Li125Ga1Si64P128 -1523.355
Ga••Li (Li site 1) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Ga1Si128P256 -3054.367
Ga••Li (Li site 2) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Ga1Si128P256 -3054.378
Ga••Li (Li site 3) + 2 V′Li LSP-640 Li253Ga1Si128P256 -3053.888
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Final defect energies were calculated by taking the raw energies above and using Equa-

tions 5 and 6. We again note that as defect and compensating defect are in the same

simulation cell there is a contribution due to clustering included.

The defect energies for Equation 5 were computed via:

ESi-defect-160 = E[Li65Si31M1P64]− 31 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP]− E[Li3P] (S1)

ESi-defect-320 = E[Li129Si63M1P128]− 63 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP]− E[Li3P] (S2)

ESi-defect-640 = E[Li257Si127M1P256]− 127 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP]− E[Li3P] (S3)

The defect energies for Equation 6 were computed via:

ELi-defect-160 = E[Li61M1Si32P64] + E[Li3P]− 32 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP] (S4)

ELi-defect-320 = E[Li125M1Si64P128] + E[Li3P]− 64 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP] (S5)

ELi-defect-640 = E[Li253M1Si128P256] + E[Li3P]− 128 E[Li2SiP2]− E[MP] (S6)
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AIMD volume equilibration

Figure S1: Average cell volume of pure and Al′Si doped LSP after Langevin MD.
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MSDs

Table S7: Average MSD of pure and Al doped LSP (including all ions) showing that only
lithium ions are diffusing.
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NEB calculations

Li site 2 pathway

To determine why the site-2 pathway shows such good lithium mobility, Nudged Elastic Band

(NEB) calculations were performed.6,7 Three mechanisms using the site 2 pathway were

studied with NEB, interstitial, vacancy and stoichiometric. The interstitial type mechanism,

observed in MD, involves additional ions on originally unoccupied sites which can then either

move around occupied sites, or alternatively displace ions from occupied sites and thereby

generate a new interstitial ion. The vacancy type mechanism involves the hopping of ions

from an occupied site to an unoccupied site, and may also be considered as the diffusion

of V′Li species. The stoichiometric type mechanism involves the simultaneous movement of

multiple ions such that there is no lasting defect state.

The NEB calculations were performed by selecting a start and end image and performing

a linear interpolation to produce 10 images which were then allowed to relax, with a fictitious

spring linking adjacent images.6,7 The LSP-160 supercell was used for all NEB calculations.

The electronic structure was optimised using a reduced k-point grid, involving only the Γ-

point, for reasons of computational time. The 1000 eV plane wave energy cut-off was retained

from previous calculations. Once again a force tolerance of 1.0 × 10−2 eV.Å−1 was applied

for convergence.

To generate a stoichiometric hop it is sufficient to displace all lithium ions one step to the

adjacent site, resulting in a single hopping mechanism, which we term hop s1. The average

hop distance of hop s1 is 3.60 Å. When a vacancy diffusion mechanism is considered there

are two hopping steps, we have termed these hop v1 and hop v2. Hop v1 is shorter at 3.32 Å

and hop v2 requires a displacement of 3.87 Å.

The interstitial mechanism is harder to quantify as the insertion of an interstitial results

in a fairly even distribution of lithium ions within the site 2 to site 2 pathway and it is

unclear how far the defect will move in a single hop. To solve this problem we generated a
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single initial interstitial NEB pathway which returns to the original state within symmetry

at the end of the NEB pathway. From this initial interstitial NEB pathway local energy

minima could be identified and these were minimised to find that in total there are two main

hopping steps for the interstitial mechanism, we have termed these hop i1 and hop i2. Hop i1

has an average hopping distance of 2.17 Å whereas hop i2 has an average hopping distance

of 0.89 Å and may be considered more as a rearrangement of lithium ions which allows a

further hop i1 to occur.

In addition to the individual hops identified, we also considered concerted mechanisms

which involve vacancy or interstitial defects moving multiple sites in a single hop. These

concerted mechanisms always resulted in higher migration barriers or minimised in to two

distinct hops during the NEB calculations. The relative energies of the potential site 2

mechanisms are plotted in Figure S2.

Figure S2: Energy barriers calculated via the NEB for potential hopping mechanisms in the
site 2 pathway of LSP. The Stoichiometric mechanism only has one hopping mechanism but
has been extended for clarity

It is clear from Figure S2 that the lithium interstitial pathway has the lowest activation

energy, requiring only 0.05 eV to activate both hop i1 and hop i2. In comparison, the vacancy

and stoichiometric pathways require activation energies of 0.2 eV and 0.8 eV respectively.

The very low energy barriers to migration found in hops i1 and i2 originate from the relatively

small displacement of other ions in the system during migration.

The very low energy barrier to lithium migration in the interstitial site 2 pathway in-
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dicate it may be used significantly when lithium interstitial ions are present. Therefore,

the increased diffusion coefficients seen in the Al′Si doped systems likely originate from the

priming with multiple Li•i defects.

Li vacancy pathways

The vacancy component of the lithium diffusion pathways was observed to follow a much

more complex path. Whilst it is difficult to study interstitial pathways without preceding

data indicating the initial and final location of interstitial defects, vacancy mechanisms are

much easier to identify and study. Thus, to identify the likely pathway of the vacancy

component of the lithium Frenkel pair, several lithium vacancy diffusion mechanisms were

studied with NEB using the same approach as before. All of the identified vacancy diffusion

mechanisms showed activation energies on a par with those observed for the site 2 to site 2

vacancy pathway, Figure S3.

Figure S3: Lithium vacancy migration barriers in Li2SiP2 normalised to the lowest energy
lithium vacancy on lithium site-3. Site labels correspond to position of Li vacancy defect.
For corresponding pathways please see Table S8

The activation energies obtained from the vacancy NEB calculations, Figure S3, are

generally within agreement with the activation energies as obtained from AIMD of 0.24 to

0.3 eV. Interestingly, there are two mechanisms with small migration barriers which will

allow a Li+ vacancy to move away from site 2. The first barrier is on the order of 0.02 eV
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and involves movement of the Li+ vacancy from site 2 to a site between site 1 and site 2

and then on to site 1. The second barrier is on the order of 0.01 eV and involves movement

of the Li+ vacancy from site 2 to site 3. These low energy pathways for migration of Li+

vacancies away from the site 2 pathway further support the generation and separation of the

Frenkel pair as observed in AIMD.

Of note is that the two low energy barrier vacancy mechanisms together form a double

helix pathway through the material in the z direction, with an overall low activation energy

of approximately 0.1 eV. This suggests that whereas the interstitial mechanism may be

dominant in the x-y plane due to the low energy site 2 interstitial pathway, the vacancy

mechanisms may dominate the overall diffusion of the system by utilising the helical pathway

and other relatively low energy vacancy diffusion pathways present. Thus, while trivalent

doping in Li2SiP2 may act to boost the interstitial x-y plane diffusion mechanism (via site 2),

the vacancy mechanism in the z direction may be reduced.
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Table S8: NEB vacancy pathways in Li2SiP2. Note that hop labels are for lithium vacan-
cies, whereas atomic positions are displayed. For corresponding energy barriers please see
Figure S3

a) b) c)

Site 1 to Site 1 Site 1 to Site 3 Site 3 to Site 1
(via Site 3)

d) e) f)

Site 1 to Site 2 Site 2 to Site 2 Site 2 to Site 2
g) Key

Site 2 to Site 3
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Calculated electronic properties

Figure S4: Electronic DOS for pure LSP and LSP doped with a single Al substitution and
Li interstitial.
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